Blood pool MR contrast agents for cardiovascular imaging.
Currently available magnetic resonance (MR) contrast agents are not confined to the intravascular space because of their small molecular size. These agents produce peak vascular enhancement for only a short period. Conversely, blood pool agents have longer intravascular residence time and higher relaxivity. Therefore these agents provide MR angiography with flexibility, versatility, and accuracy. With blood pool agents, the timing of contrast injection becomes less significant because the optimal imaging window is in tens of minutes rather than seconds. In addition, larger anatomic regions can be imaged optimally. Preliminary evidence appears to support the notion that blood pool agents may play a diagnostic role in coronary, peripheral, and pulmonary angiography. Besides their ability to increase vascular contrast, blood pool agents provide physiologic information, including rate of entry, rate of accumulation, and rate of elimination. MR imaging with blood pool agents also have proven to be of significant value in the assessments of myocardial perfusion and microvascular permeability. In anticipation of broad clinical use, blood pool agents are currently being evaluated in human trails. Examples include gadolinium-chelate that binds in vivo to albumin to form blood pool agents and ultrasmall superparamagnetic iron oxide particles. This review discusses the applications of MR blood pool agents in the cardiovascular system. J. Magn. Reson. Imaging 2000;12:890-898.